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SCALE-FREE PERCOLATION IN CONTINUUM SPACE:
QUENCHED DEGREE AND CLUSTERING COEFFICIENT
JOSEBA DALMAU AND MICHELE SALVI
Abstract. Spatial random graphs capture several important properties of real-world net-
works. We prove quenched results for the continuum space version of scale-free percolation
introduced in [DW18]. This is an undirected inhomogeneous random graph whose vertices
are given by a Poisson point process in Rd. Each vertex is equipped with a random weight
and the probability that two vertices are connected by an edge depends on their weights and
on their distance. Under suitable conditions on the parameters of the model, we show that,
for almost all realizations of the point process, the degree distributions of all the nodes of
the graph follow a power law with the same tail at infinity. We also show that the averaged
clustering coefficient of the graph is self-averaging. In particular, it is almost surely equal to
the annealed clustering coefficient of one point, which is a strictly positive quantity.
AMS subject classification (2010 MSC): 05C80 05C63 05C82 05C90
Keywords: Random graph, scale-free percolation, degree distribution, clustering coefficient,
small world, Poisson point process, self-averaging.
1. Introduction
Random graphs are a powerful tool to model real-world large networks such as the internet
[AJB99], telecommunication networks [HAB`09], social networks [NWS02], neural networks
[LFHCS00], transportation networks [KKGB10], financial systems [CMS10] and many more
(see e.g. [New03, VDH16] for overviews). The idea is to overcome the intractability of a given
network, for example because of its size, by mimicking its most interesting features with a
probabilistic model. In particular, three main characteristics have been highlighted in the
recent literature that are often observed in real-life (see e.g. [CF16, HHJ17, JM15]):
‚ Scale-free: A graph is said to exhibit the scale-free property if the degree (i.e. the
number of neighbors) of its vertices follows a power law. This results in the presence
of hubs, that is, nodes with a very high degree.
‚ Small-world: When sampling two vertices at random, their graph distance (the min-
imum number of edges to cross to go from one vertex to the other) is typically of
logarithmic order on the total number of nodes. If the nodes of the graph are embed-
ded in a metric space, for example in Rd, this translates into saying that two nodes at
Euclidean distance D are with high probability at graph-distance OplogDq.
‚ High clustering coefficient: When two vertices share a common neighbor, there is a
“high” probability that they are linked, too.
These properties are of great importance when studying, for example, the spread of information
or infections (see e.g. [PSV01, MN00, CL14, REI`15]) or other related random processes on the
network (like first passage percolation [KL18], Ising model [BW00] or random walks [HHJ17]).
Unfortunately, classical models of random graphs do not exhibit these three properties at
once. Just to give a few examples, the Erdős-Rényi model has only the small-world property,
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the Chung-Lu [CL02], Norros-Reittu [NR06] and preferential attachment [BA99] models are
scale-free and small-world, but all have vanishing clustering coefficient as the number of nodes
tends to infinity. As a rule of thumb, one can think that regular, nearest-neighbor lattices have
high clustering but long distances, while classic random graphs have low clustering and small
distances. The Watts-Strogatz network [WS98] was one of the first attempts to “artificially”
build a random graph that boasts high clustering and small-world, but it lacks the scale-free
property.
Spatial random graphs, i.e. graphs whose vertices are embedded in some metric space, offer
a possible solution to the shortcomings of classical models. While in the Physics literature
they have been quite extensively studied (see [Bar11] for a broad review on the topic), very
few models have been analyzed in a fully rigorous, mathematical fashion. Among those which
exhibit or are conjectured to exhibit the three properties mentioned above, we mention the
hyperbolic random graph [GPP12], the spatial preferential attachment model [JM15], the
geometric inhomogeneous random graph [BKL18] and scale-free percolation.
Scale-free percolation has been introduced in [DvdHH13] and can be considered a combina-
tion of long range percolation (see e.g. [Ber02, Bis04]) and inhomogeneous random graphs as
the Norros-Reittu model. The vertices of the graph lie on the Zd lattice and random weights
tWxuxPZd are assigned independently to each of them. The distribution of the weights follows
a power law: we have P pW ą wq “ w´pτ´1qLpwq for some τ ą 1 and L function slowly
varying at infinity. Finally, any two vertices x, y P Zd are linked by an unoriented edge with
probability
px,y “ 1´ e´λWxWy{}x´y}α ,
where λ, α ą 0 are two parameters of the model and }¨} is the Euclidean distance. In [DHW15]
it is argued that scale-free percolation is a suitable model, for example, for the interbank
network presented in [SBA`07]. In [DW18] the authors have introduced the continuum space
counterpart of scale-free percolation, where the vertices of the graph are sampled according
to a homogeneous Poisson point process of intensity ν ą 0 in Rd. On the one hand, this
additional source of randomness makes the model more flexible and possibly more suitable for
applications to real-world networks. On the other hand, technical difficulties emerge, especially
when dealing with fixed configurations of the point process. The probability of linking two
vertices is the same as in [DvdHH13], but the authors prefer to restrict to a Pareto distribution
for the weight distribution: P pW ą wq “ w´pτ´1q1twą1u (note that in the present paper we
chose to stick to the notation of [DvdHH13]). We point out that the results appearing in
[DW18] are annealed – that is, obtained after integration against the underlying Poisson point
process.
Both original scale-free percolation model of [DvdHH13] and the continuum scale-free per-
colation of [DW18] share the following features. If α ď d or γ :“ αpτ ´ 1q{d ď 1, then the
nodes of the graph have almost surely infinite degree. If instead mintα, pτ ´ 1qαu ą d, then
the degree of the vertices follows a power law of index γ (hence the graph has the scale-free
property). Let now λc be the percolation threshold of the graph, that is, the value such that
for λ ă λc all the connected components of the graph are finite and for λ ą λc there exists
almost surely a (unique) infinite connected component. Assume mintα, pτ ´ 1qαu ą d. Then,
again for both models, the following holds: for d ě 2, if γ P p1, 2q then λc “ 0, while if
γ ą 2, then λc P p0,8q; for d “ 1, if γ P p1, 2q then λc “ 0, if γ ą 2 and α P p1, 2s then
λc P p0,8q and if mintα, pτ ´ 1qαu ą 2 then λc “ 8. Once the percolation properties have
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been established, one can talk about graph-distances (for the discrete-space model the re-
sults on percolation and distances of [DvdHH13] have been complemented in [DHW15]). The
graph-distance between two nodes x and y belonging to the same connected component of the
graph is the minimum number of edges that one has to cross to go from x to y. Assume again
mintα, pτ ´ 1qαu ą d. Again for both models, when the vertex degrees have infinite-variance
(corresponding to γ P p1, 2q), the graph-distance between two points belonging to the infinite
component of the graph grows like the log log of their Euclidean distance (in this case the
graph is said to exhibit the ultra-small world property). When the vertex degrees have finite
variance (γ ą 2) and λ ą λc, two cases are possible: if α P pd, 2dq, then the graph distance of
two points at Euclidean distance D grows roughly as plogDq∆ for some constant ∆ ą 0 still
not precisely known (small-world property); if α ą 2d the graph distance is bounded from
below by a constant times the Euclidean distance. We point out that the regime where the
degrees have infinite (γ P p1, 2q in our case) is usually the relevant one for applications (see,
e.g., [AJB99, JTA`00]).
1.1. Our contribution. In the present paper we aim at proving quenched results for scale-
free percolation in continuum space, that is, statements that hold for almost every realisation
η of the underlying Poisson point process. This is one of the main differences with [DW18]:
taking the annealed measure therein allows the authors to calculate relevant quantities explic-
itly. Unfortunately, in most cases, annealed properties give little information about a given
configuration η. Besides their mathematical interest, quenched results are also important be-
cause they guarantee, for example, that a simulation of the graph will always exhibit a given
feature. We also assume more general distributions for the weights, not restricting to Pareto.
We start by analysing the tail of the degree distribution. The regime of parameters that
ensures infinite degree for all the vertices is the same as in [DvdHH13] and [DW18], see
Theorem 2.2. More interesting is the case of finite degrees. In [DW18], under the condition of
weights that follow a Pareto distribution, it was possible to calculate the whole distribution
of the annealed degree of a vertex just by integrating over the Poisson measure. While there
is clearly no chance that this works for all the vertices of the graph for a fixed configuration
η, we show that the behavior of the tail of the degree of all vertices is the same (hence the
graph is scale-free). More precisely, we show (see Theorem 2.3) that for almost every η the
following holds: for all x P η there exists a slowly varying function `p¨q “ `p¨, η, xq such that
the probability that Dx, the degree of x, is bigger than some s ą 0 is equal to `psqs´γ , where
γ :“ αpτ ´ 1q{d. Our proof follows the strategy of [DvdHH13] rather than [DW18], but a
major difference emerges already when calculating the expectation of the degree of a vertex
given the value w ą 0 of its weight. While in [DvdHH13] it is shown by direct computation
that the expectation is equal up to a constant to ξwd{α for an explicit ξ ą 0, in our case there
is a correction of the order wd{p2αq that accounts for the fluctuations of the Poisson point
process (see Proposition 3.3). We apply concentration inequalities in combination with the
so-called Campbell theorem to achieve this result. With some further effort we prove that the
result holds for all the points of η at once.
We move then to the clustering coefficient of the graph, which has not been studied neither
in [DvdHH13] nor in [DW18]. For a given graph, the local clustering coefficient CCpxq of a
node x is given by ∆x, the number of triangles with a vertex in x (that is, triplets of edges
of the form px, yq, py, zq, pz, xq), divided by DxpDx´ 1q{2. This second quantity represens the
number of “possible” triangles with a vertex in x, also called open triangles. The averaged
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clustering coefficient of a finite graph is the average of CCpxq over all its vertices (there is also
a notion of global clustering coefficient that we do not analyze here). For an infinite graph
like ours, we define the averaged clustering coefficient as the limit (if it exists) for n Ñ 8 of
CCn, where CCn is the average of the local clustering coefficients of the vertices inside the
d-dimensional box of side-length n centered at the origin. We show that CCn is self-averaging
(a similar property has been recently proved in [SvdHvL18] for the hyperbolic random graph
when the number of nodes goes to infinity), so that its limit exists and is almost surely equal
to the expectation of the local clustering coefficient of the origin 0 obtained under the Palm
measure associated with the Poisson point process with a point added at 0 (see Theorem 2.5).
We also show that this quantity is strictly positive (high clustering coefficient). The proof
consists in dividing the box of size n into mesoscopic boxes of side-length m ă n. We then
approximate the clustering coefficient of each m-box by a truncated clustering coefficient that
does not take into account neither vertices that are close to the border of the boxes nor edges
connecting nodes in differentm-boxes. In doing so, we obtain independent truncated clustering
coefficients in each mesoscopic box and we can use the law of large numbers as n Ñ 8. In
decorrelating the clustering coefficient of each m-box, we must control the correlation of the
local clustering coefficient of vertices lying in different m-boxes. To do so, we use a second
moment approach in combination with the Slivnyak-Mecke theorem. The technique we use
should be applicable also to the original scale-free percolation model of [DvdHH13]. It is
interesting to note that the positivity of the clustering coefficient does not depend on the local
connectivity properties of the graph, see Remark 2.6, nor on ν.
Finally we point out that, at least under the hypothesis of Pareto weights, the results on
percolation and graph-distances presented in the introduction have annealed probability equal
to 1, see [DW18, Theorem 3.2, Theorem 3.6]. Hence, they hold also in the quenched sense (see
Remark 2.1 to fill a little difference between our parameters and those of [DW18]). It follows
that under the right range of parameters, scale-free percolation in continuum space fulfils, for
almost every realization of the Poisson point process η, all the three properties presented in
the introduction at once, almost surely. This suggests that the model is a good candidate for
modelling real spatial networks. We believe, for example, that it encloses the main features of
the cattle trading network in France (see [DEV14]), which was the original motivation for our
work. The nodes of the graph are given by farms or cattle markets in the country, so that the
hypothesis of vertices placed according to a Poisson point process reflects in a more realistic
way than Zd the geographic irregularities. An edge is placed between two holdings if there has
been a transaction between the two during, say, the year. A comprehension of the topology
of this network might be of paramount importance when studying the possible outbreak of
an infection in the cattle population. This kind of analysis will be presented in a subsequent
work.
1.2. Structure of the paper. We will introduce the model and some notation in Section
2.1. We will present the main results on the degree distribution (Theorem 2.2 and Theorem
2.3) and on the clustering coefficient (Theorem 2.5) in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. We deal with
the proof of the infinite degree case in Section 3.1 and of the finite degree case in Section 3.2.
Section 4 is dedicated to the proof of the positivity of the clustering coefficient. In Appendix
A we recall Campbell and Slivnyak-Mecke theorems.
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2. Model and main results
2.1. The model. Scale-free percolation in continuum space is a random variable on the space
of all simple spatial undirected random graphs with vertices in Rd. To construct an instance
of the graph G “ pV,Eq we proceed in three steps:
‚ We sample the nodes V of the graph according to a homogeneous Poisson point process
in Rd of intensity ν ą 0. We denote by P its law and by E the expectation w.r.t. P.
A configuration of the point process will be denoted by η P pRdqN.
‚ We assign to each vertex x P η a random weight Wx ą 0. The weights are i.i.d. with
law P . The distribution function F associated to P is regularly varying at infinity
with exponent τ ´ 1, that is
1´ F pwq “ P pW ą wq “ w´pτ´1qLpwq (1)
where Lp¨q is a function that is slowly varying at `8.
‚ We finally draw the edges E of the random graph via a percolation process. For every
pair of points x, y P η with weights wx, wy, the undirected edge px, yq is present with
probability
1´ exp wxwy}x´ y}α , (2)
where } ¨ } denotes the Euclidean norm in Rd and α ą 0 is a parameter. When two
vertices x, y are connected by an edge we write x Ø y (if they are not connected we
write x = y). For the event that a vertex x is connected to some other point in a
region A Ď Rd we write xØ A.
Remark 2.1. In [DW18] an additional parameter λ ą 0 appears in the definition of the
linking probabilities: px,y “ 1´ expt´λWxWy}x´ y}´αu. In this paper we prefer to fix λ “ 1
without loss of generality. Indeed, having parameters λ “ λ˜ and ν “ ν˜ in the model presented
in [DW18] is completely equivalent to choosing ν “ ν˜λ˜d{α in our case.
For a given realization η of the Poisson point process we will often perform the last two
steps at once under the quenched law P η, with Eη denoting the associated expectation. This
is the law of the graph once we have fixed η. We write P for the annealed law of the graph,
that is, P “ P ˆ P η, and E for the corresponding expectation. For x P Rd, we indicate by
Px the law of the Poisson point process conditioned on having a point in x; analogously, for
x, y P Rd, the measure Px,y is obtained by conditioning on having one point in x and one in y.
We will not enter in the details of (n-fold) Palm measures, but we point out that in both cases
the conditioning does not influence the rest of the Poisson point process, see e.g. [DVJ08,
Chap. 13]. Consequently we will call Px “ Px ˆ P η “ P ˆ P ηYtxu the law of the graph
conditioned on having a point at x P Rd and Ex the associated expectation. Analogously we
will write Px,y “ Px,y ˆ P η “ P ˆ P ηYtxuYtyu and Ex,y for the expectation with respect to
Px,y.
We denote by 0 the origin of Rd. We call Bn the d-dimensional box of side-length n ą 0
centered in 0. We let Vn “ Vnpηq be the set of points of η that are in Bn and Nn “ Nnpηq
their number. Finally, Brpxq denotes the Euclidean ball of radius r ą 0 centered in x P Rd.
2.2. Results on the degree. For each x P η we call Dx :“ #ty P η : y Ø xu the degree of a
vertex x in the random graph, that is, the random variable counting the number of neighbors
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of x. We start by showing that for certain values of the parameters the graph is almost surely
degenerate, in the sense that all of its vertices have infinite degree.
Theorem 2.2. Suppose one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(a) α ď d ;
(b) the weight distribution satisfies
1´ F pwq ě cw´pτ´1q (3)
for some c ą 0 and τ ą 1 such that γ :“ αpτ ´ 1q{d ď 1 .
Then for P–almost every η, P η–almost surely all points in η have infinite degree.
We point out that the proof of Theorem 2.2 follows immediately from the analogous result
of [DW18] when the weights have a Pareto distribution. We will provide an alternative proof
that, besides covering more general distribution functions F , serves as a warm-up for the kind
of techniques we will use more intensively later on, based on Campbell’s theorem.
We move to the analysis of the regime where the degree of the nodes is almost surely finite.
In this case, we show that for almost all η the graph is scale-free and the degree of all points
follows a power law with the same exponent.
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that α ą d and γ :“ αpτ ´ 1q{d ą 1. Then, for P–almost every η,
the following holds: for each x P η there exists a slowly varying function `p¨q “ `p¨, η, xq such
that
P ηpDx ą sq “ s´γ`psq . (4)
Remark 2.4. The slowly varying function in (4) has clearly to depend on x and η. However,
it is not clear whether all `’s have the same asymptotic behavior. That is, with our proof it is
not possible to say whether for P–almost every η and η1, and for all x P η and x1 P η1, one has
`ps, η, xq{`ps, η1, x1q Ñ 1 as sÑ8.
2.3. Results on the clustering coefficient. The average clustering coefficient is usually
defined for finite graphs as the average of the local clustering coefficients. More precisely, for a
finite undirected graph G “ pV, Eq and a node x P V, we define the local clustering coefficient
at x as
CCpxq :“ 2 ∆x
DxpDx ´ 1q ,
where ∆x is the number of closed triangles in the graph that have x as one of their vertices (a
closed triangle is a triplet of edges in E of the type tpy, zq, pz, wq, pw, yqu), with the convention
that CCpxq is 0 if Dx is equal to 0 or 1. The quantity DxpDx´ 1q{2 can be interpreted as the
number of open triangles in x (an open triangle in a vertex z is a couple of edges of the kind
tpy, zq, pz, wqu, without any requirement for the presence of the third edge that would close
the triangle), so that CCpxq takes values in r0, 1s. The averaged clustering coefficient of the
graph G is
CCavpGq :“ 1|V|
ÿ
xPV
CCpxq .
Clearly also CCavpGq takes values in r0, 1s. It is not completely obvious what the definition of
averaged clustering coefficient should be for an infinite graph. We say that an infinite spatial
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graph G “ pV, Eq embedded in Rd has averaged clustering coefficient CCavpGq if the following
limit exists
lim
nÑ8
1
|V XBn|
ÿ
xPVXBn
CCpxq “: CCavpGq ,
(we work with integers for simplicity). It is possible to construct infinite graphs for which this
limit does not exist. We also notice that this definition is in principle different from considering
the limit of the clustering coefficients of the subgraphs of G obtained by considering only
vertices in Bn, since CCpxq takes into account also the edges connecting points that lie out of
Bn.
Going back to our model, we will call
CCn :“ 1
Nn
ÿ
xPVn
CCpxq ,
the random variable describing the averaged clustering coefficient inside the box of side n.
Our main result of this section states that the averaged clustering coefficient of the scale-free
percolation in continuum space exists, is self-averaging and is strictly positive:
Theorem 2.5. Suppose that α ą d and γ :“ αpτ ´ 1q{d ą 1. For P–almost all configurations
η, the average clustering coefficient exists P η–almost surely and does not depend on η. It is
given by
CCavpGq :“ lim
nÑ8CCn “ E0rCCp0qs ą 0 .
Remark 2.6. Going through the proof of Theorem 2.5 one can get convinced that the positivity
of the clustering coefficient does not depend on the local properties of the graph nor on ν, as
one may think. For example, we can set to 0 the probability of connecting two points that are
at distance smaller than some R ą 0 and leave (2) for points at distance larger than R. Then
we would still have that the associated n-truncated clustering coefficient C˜Cn converges almost
surely to E0rC˜Cp0qs, with C˜Cp0q the corresponding local clustering coefficient. At the same
time, E0rC˜Cp0qs would still be strictly positive for any R ą 0 by similar arguments as in the
proof of Lemma 4.4.
3. Degree
Both in the infinite and in the finite degree case, for convenience we will first prove the
properties of the degree of the vertices through an auxiliary random variable under P η. We
call it D0 with slight abuse of notation, since P-almost surely the origin 0 does not belong
to η. It is convenient though to imagine to have a further point in the origin and treat it
like all the other points of the graph, so that when we talk about D0 we can think P η to
be substituted by P ηYt0u. In a second moment we will transpose the properties of D0 to the
degree of the other vertices.
3.1. Infinite degree. In this section we prove Theorem 2.2. We start with the following
proposition about D0.
Proposition 3.1. If condition (a) or (b) in Theorem 2.2 are satisfied, then for P-a.a. η it
holds P ηpD0 “ 8q “ 1 .
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Proof of Proposition 3.1. The statement will be proven by showing that, for each value w ą 0
of the weight in 0 and for P-almost every η, the following sum is infinite:ÿ
xPη
P ηp0 Ø x |W0 “ wq “
ÿ
xPη
E
”
1´ e´wW }x}´α
ı
,
where the expectation in the r.h.s. is taken with respect to W . Indeed, if we condition on the
value of W0, the presence of each edge p0, xq becomes independent from the others. We can
therefore use the second Borel-Cantelli lemma to imply that there are infinitely many points
in the configuration η connected to 0. By Campbell’s theorem (cfr. Theorem A.1), the above
sum is infinite for almost every η if the following integral is:ż
Rd
E
”
1´ e´wW }y}´α
ı
dy .
Yet, in view of the inequality 1´e´u ě pu^1q{2 for u ě 0, it is enough to show the divergence
of the integral ż
Rd
E
“
wW }y}´α ^ 1‰ dy ě ż
Rd
E
“
1t}y}αąwW uwW }y}´α
‰
dy . (5)
Let us begin by showing that the integral above diverges when α ď d. By applying Tonelli’s
theorem first and then passing to polar coordinates we can rewrite the right hand side of (5)
as
E
„
wW
ż
y:}y}ąpwW q´α
}y}´α dy

“ E
„
wWσpSd´1q
ż 8
pwW q´α
r´α`d´1 dr

,
where we denoted by σpSd´1q the surface area of the pd ´ 1q–sphere of radius 1. The last
integral is divergent for α ď d.
Let us next assume that α ą d and αpτ ´ 1q{d ď 1. Since in this case τ P p1, 2q, it
follows that ErW s “ 8 and that there exists, thanks to (3), some constant c ą 0 such that
ErW1tWăsus ě c s2´τ for all s ą 0. Using this inequality in the last integral of (5) we obtainż
Rd
E
“
1tWă}y}α{wuwW ||y||´α
‰
dy ě cwτ´1
ż
Rd
}y}αp1´τq dy .
Again, passing to polar coordinates, we deduce that there exists some positive constant c1
such that the integral in the right–hand side is bounded below by c1
ş8
0 r
αp1´τq`d´1 dr , which
is infinite if αpτ ´ 1q{d ď 1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Thanks to Proposition 3.1 we know that the set of η’s for whichř
xPη P ηp0 Ø x |W0 “ wq “ 8 has P–measure 1. Take an η in this set and any point
y P η. We haveÿ
xPηztyu
P ηpy Ø x |Wy “ wq “
ÿ
xPηztyu
P ηp0 Ø x |W0 “ wqE
“
1´ e´wW ||x´y||´α‰
E
“
1´ e´wW ||x||´α‰ “ 8 ,
since the fraction goes to 1 as ||x|| goes to infinity. By Borel-Cantelli this shows that also y
has infinite degree P η–almost surely. Since there is a countable number of points in η, we are
done. 
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3.2. Polynomial degree. As in the previous section we will first prove a statement about
the random variable D0. The proof of Theorem 2.3 will be inferred as a consequence.
Proposition 3.2. Suppose that α ą d and γ :“ αpτ ´ 1q{d ą 1. Then, for P-almost every η,
there exists a slowly varying function `p¨q “ `p¨, ηq, such that
P ηpD0 ą sq “ s´γ`psq . (6)
The strategy for demonstrating Proposition 3.2 follows the lines of the proof of Theorem 2.2
in [DvdHH13], which in turn follows [Yuk06]. Analogously to Proposition 2.3 of [DvdHH13],
we analyse first the properties of the expectation of the degree of a point conditional to its
weight w ą 0. Here it emerges one of the main problems when dealing with vertices that are
randomly distributed in space: while in scale-free percolation on the lattice one can show by
direct computations that the expectation of the degree is equal to a constant times wd{α, in
the continuum space case one has to finely control the fluctuations of the degree due to the
irregularity of the point process. We show that these fluctuations are of order smaller than
wd{2α logw:
Proposition 3.3. For P-almost every realization η we have
EηrD0 |W0 “ ws “ νc0wd{α `Opwd{p2αq logwq , (7)
with c0 :“ vdΓp1 ´ d{αqErW d{αs. Here vd indicates the volume of the d-dimensional unitary
ball and Γp¨q is the gamma function.
Proof of Proposition 3.3. We call Zw “ Zwpηq :“ EηrD0 |W0 “ ws and notice that Zw is a
random variable that depends only on the Poisson process. Since D0 “ řxPη 1t0Øxu, we can
use Campbell’s theorem (see (32) in Theorem A.1) applied to the function fpxq :“ Er1 ´
e´wW {}x}αs, to explicitly compute
ErZws “ ν
ż
Rd
E
”
1´ e´wW }x}´α
ı
dx “ wd{αE“W d{α‰ν ż
Rd
`
1´ e´}y}´α˘ dy “ νc0wd{α . (8)
For the second inequality we have used Fubini and then made the change of variables y “
xpwW q´1{α. The constant c0 is the one appearing in the statement of the theorem; it is
obtained by passing to polar coordinates and then using integration by parts. We can use
instead (33) in order to calculate the variance V:
VpZwq “ ν
ż
Rd
E
”
1´ e´wW }x}´α
ı2
dx “ νc1wd{α . (9)
To see the last equality it is sufficient to make the change of variables y “ xw´1{α. We
also notice that c1 ď c0 because the expectation inside the integral is smaller than 1, so the
variance has to be smaller than the expectation.
We will show that for P-a.e. η we have
´ 1 ď lim inf
wÑ8
Zw ´ ErZwsa
VpZwq logw
ď lim sup
wÑ8
Zw ´ ErZwsa
VpZwq logw
ď 1 , (10)
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which implies (7). We will only show the upper bound, the lower bound being very similar.
Let θ ą 0. We use the exponential Chebyshev inequality to bound
PpZw ´ ErZws ě
a
VpZwq logwq “ P
`
eθZw ě eθp
?
VpZwq logw`ErZwsq˘
ď exp
!
´ θ`aVpZwq logw ` ErZws˘` log E“eθZw‰) .
(11)
Campbell’s theorem in its exponential form (see (31)) applied to the function fpxq :“ θEr1´
e´wW }x}´αs gives
log E
“
eθZw
‰ “ ν ż
Rd
´
exp
 
θEr1´ e´wW }x}´αs(´ 1¯dx . (12)
If we restrict to values of θ smaller than 1, a third-order Taylor expansion shows that
exp
 
θE
“
1´ e´wW }x}´α‰(´ 1
ď θE“1´ e´wW }x}´α‰` θ2
2
E
“
1´ e´wW }x}´α‰2 `O`θ3E“1´ e´wW }x}´α‰˘ .
Integrating over x in the above inequality and in view of the expressions for the expectation
(8) and the variance (9) of Zw, we obtain
log E
“
eθZw
‰ ď θErZws ` θ2
2
VpZwq `Opθ3ErZwsq .
Inserting this estimate back into (11) yields, for all θ P r0, 1s,
P
`
Zw ´ ErZws ě
a
VpZwq logw
˘ ď exp  ´ θaVpZwq logw ` θ2
2
VpZwq `Opθ3ErZwsq
(
.
In particular, by choosing θ “ logw{aVpZwq, we obtain
P
`
Zw ´ ErZws ě
a
VpZwq logw
˘ ď e´ log2 w{4 . (13)
If we consider the sequence wn “ n, we see that the quantity in the r.h.s. of (13) is summable
in n and Borel-Cantelli tells that
lim sup
nÑ8
Zn ´ ErZnsa
VpZnq log n
ď 1 . (14)
The random variable Zw is increasing in w, so that Ztwu ď Zw ď Ztwu`1. Moreover, in view
of (8) and (9), we see that the sequences EpZnq,
a
VpZnq and log n all satisfy limnÑ8 an`1an “
1 . We can thus conclude that
lim sup
nÑ8
Zw ´ EpZwqa
VpZwq logw
ď lim sup
nÑ8
Ztwu`1 ´ EpZtwuqb
VpZtwuq logtwu
“ lim sup
nÑ8
Ztwu`1 ´ EpZtwu`1qb
VpZtwu`1q logptwu` 1q
ď 1 .

Proof of Proposition 3.2. We call Yw the random variable describing the value of D0 condi-
tioned on the event tW0 “ wu:
Yw „ pD0 |W0 “ wq .
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We split the integral
P ηpD0 ą sq “
ż mpsq
0
P ηpYw ą sqdF pwq `
ż 8
mpsq
P ηpYw ą sqdF pwq “: A1psq `A2psq , (15)
where
mpsq :“
´s´?s log2 s
νc0
¯α{d
, (16)
c0 being the same constant appearing in (7). We point out that this definition is slightly
different from the equivalent appearing in [DvdHH13, Eq. (2.11)] in order to control the
fluctuations of the expected degree of 0. Since P ηpD0 ą sq is a monotone function, (6) follows
if we can prove that
lim
tÑ8
P ηpD0 ą stq
P ηpD0 ą tq “ s
´γ (17)
on a dense set of points (see [Fel71, Section VIII.8.]). We claim that A1psq “ A1pη, sq does
not contribute to the regular variation of P ηpD0 ą sq for P-a.a. η, that is
lim
sÑ8 s
aA1psq “ 0 @a ą 0, P´ a.s. (18)
We will show how to get (18) at the end of the proof. Thanks to (18), we see that in order to
prove (17) it is enough to verify that, for s P p0,8q,
lim
tÑ8
A2pstq
A2ptq “ s
´γ . (19)
On the one hand we clearly have that, for all t ą 0,
A2ptq ď 1´ F pmptqq .
On the other hand, for all ε ą 0, it holds
A2ptq ě 1´ F
`p1` εqmptq˘´ ż 8
p1`εqmptq
P ηpYw ď tqdF pwq
ě 1´ F `p1` εqmptq˘´ P ηpYp1`εqmptq ď tq .
By (7), EηrYp1`εqmptqs ą tp1` εd{2αq when t is sufficiently large (depending on η); this allows
us to use Chebychev inequality and bound
P ηpYp1`εqmptq ď tq ď
V ηpYp1`εqmptqq
pEηrYp1`εqmptqs ´ tq2 ď
EηrYp1`εqmptqs
pEηrYp1`εqmptqs ´ tq2 ď
C
ε2t
“ op1q ,
where V η represents the variance w.r.t. P η and the second inequality follows form the fact
that Yw is a sum of independent indicator functions. Putting all together and using that
limtÑ8mpstq{mptq “ sα{d, we obtain
lim
tÑ8
A2pstq
A2ptq “ limtÑ8
1´ F pmpstqq
1´ F pmptqq “ s
´αpτ´1q{d
as we wanted to prove.
We are just left to show (18). We start by upper-bounding A1psq by
P ηpYmpsq ą sq “ P η
´ÿ
yPη
1tyØ0u ´ Eηr1tyØ0u |W0 “ mpsqs ą s´ EηrYmpsqs
ˇˇˇ
W0 “ mpsq
¯
.
(20)
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By taking s sufficiently large and thanks to Proposition 3.3, we can make s´EηrYmpsqs positive,
allowing us to apply Bernstein’s inequality. We obtain
A1psq ď exp
!
´ 1
2
ps´ EηrYmpsqsq2
EηrYmpsqs ` ps´ EηrYmpsqsq{3
)
,
where for the first term in the denominator of the exponent we have used the inequality
Eη
”´
1tyØ0u ´ Eηr1tyØ0u |W0 “ mpsqs
¯2 ˇˇˇ
W0 “ mpsq
ı
ď Eη“1tyØ0u ˇˇW0 “ mpsq‰ .
Since EηrYmpsqs “ s´?s log2 s`Op?s log sq, we get A1psq ď e´ log4 s{4 and (18) is proven. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Take any x P η. We first prove a lower bound on P ηpDx ą sq. First of
all we claim that
P ηpDx ą s |Wx “ wq ě P η
`
D0 ą s` 1 |W0 “ cpx, ηq ¨ w
˘
,
where cpx, ηq :“ p1 ` }x}{}y}q´α and y P η is the closest point to the origin in η. In order
to prove the claim we write Dx “ řzPη, z‰x 1txØzu and D0 ď řzPη, z‰x 1t0Øzu ` 1 . Since the
indicator functions in the first sum are mutually independent under P ηp¨ |Wx “ wq and those
in the second sum are mutually independent under P ηp¨ |W0 “ cpx, ηq ¨wq, it will be sufficient
to show that, for all z P ηztxu,
P ηp1txØzu “ 1 |Wx “ wq ě P η
`
1t0Øzu “ 1 |W0 “ cpx, ηq ¨ w
˘
,
since this ensures that we can construct a coupling such that Dx ě D0 ´ 1. We calculate
P ηp1txØzu “ 1 |Wx “ wq “ E
“
1´ e´wWz}z´x}´α‰
ě E“1´ e´cpx,ηq¨wWz}z}´α‰ “ P ηp1t0Øzu “ 1 |W0 “ cpx, ηq ¨ wq ,
where for the inequality we have used the fact that }z ´ x}{}z} ď p}y} ` }x}q{}y}.
Thanks to the claim we can now bound
P ηpDx ą sq “
ż 8
0
P ηpDx ą s |Wx “ wq dF pwq ě
ż 8
0
P η
`
D0 ą s |W0 “ w ¨ cpx, ηq
˘
dF pwq .
If the weights follow simply a Pareto distribution with exponent τ , then with a change of
variables u “ cpx, ηq ¨ w we would obtain P ηpDx ą sq ě cpx, ηqτ´1P η
`
D0 ą s ` 1q and
we would be done thanks to Proposition 3.2. In the general case we have to proceed as in
the proof of 3.2 by splitting the integral in the r.h.s. of the last display into the integral
between 0 and mpsq{cpx, ηq plus the integral between mpsq{cpx, ηq and `8, where mpsq is
defined in (16). We call the first part A˜1psq and the second part A˜2psq similarly to (15).
Following step by step what we did in the proof of Proposition 3.2 (see (20) and below), we
notice that A˜1psq ď P ηpD0 ą s ` 1 |W0 “ mpsqq ď e´plog sq4{4, which does not contribute
to the regular variation of the sum. Finally (see (19) and the argument below) we have
that limtÑ8 A˜2pstq{A˜2ptq “ s´γ , since A˜2ptq is upper bounded by 1 ´ F pmptq{cpx, ηqq and
lower bounded by 1 ´ F pp1 ` εqmptq{cpx, ηqq ´ P ηpD0 ď t ` 1 |W0 “ p1 ` εqmptqq, the last
summand being an optq. We conclude therefore that there exists a slowly varying function
`1p¨q “ `1p¨, x, ηq such that
P ηpDx ą sq ě `1psqs´γ .
An upper bound P ηpDx ą sq ď `2psqs´γ for some other slowly varying function `2 “ `2px, ηq
can be obtained in a completely specular way. These two bounds yield the desired result. 
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4. Clustering coefficient
Proof of Theorem 2.5. The idea consists in approximating CCn with the sum of independent
random variables in order to use the standard law of large numbers.
First of all we divide Rd into disjoint mesoscopic boxes of side-length m ą 0, one of which
is centered in the origin (the superposition of the sides of the boxes is of no importance).
For a point x P Rd we call Qmpxq the unique m-box containing x. We also fix δ ą 0 small
and divide each of the boxes Qm as Qm “ Qm Y BQm, where Qm “ Qmpδq :“ tx P Qm :
}x´ y} ą δm, @y P Qcmu are the interior points of the box and BQm “ BQmpδq :“ QmzQm is
the δ-frame of the box. For a realisation of our graph G “ pV,Eq and a point x P V , we define
yCCmpxq “yCCm,δpxq :“
$’&’%
0 if x P BQmpxq
0 if xØ Qcmpxq
CCpxq otherwise.
For n ą m we finally define the pm, δq-truncated clustering coefficient as
yCCmn “yCCm,δn :“ 1νnd ÿ
xPVn
yCCmpxq .
The idea is now to approximate CCn by yCCmn , to show that yCCmn converges thanks to the
law of large numbers to EryCCmms and that this value is close to the desired E0rCCp0qs. This
is formalized in the next three statements, which are valid under the hypothesis of Theorem
2.5:
Proposition 4.1. P-almost surely we have
lim sup
nÑ8
|CCn ´yCCmn | ď c1δ ` c2pδmqd´α ,
for some constants c1, c2 ą 0 that do not depend neither on m nor on δ.
Lemma 4.2. P-almost surely we have
lim
nÑ8
yCCmn “ EryCCmms .
Lemma 4.3. There exist constants c1, c2 ą 0 not depending on m nor on δ such thatˇˇˇ
E
“yCCmm‰´ E0rCCp0qsˇˇˇ ď c1δ ` c2pδmqd´α .
The proofs of Lemma 4.2 and of Lemma 4.3 are pretty straight-forward and are collected in
Section 4.1. The proof of Proposition 4.1 is much more involved and is the object of Section
4.2. The convergence of CCn to E0rCCp0qs is now concluded putting together the results of
Propositions 4.1, Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3, and then letting first mÑ 8 and then δ Ñ 0.
In order to conclude the proof of Theorem 2.5 we are only left to prove that E0rCCp0qs ą 0 :
Lemma 4.4. The local clustering coefficient of the origin under P0 has positive expectation:
E0
“
CCp0q‰ ą 0 .
Also the proof of this last lemma is postponed to Section 4.1. 
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4.1. Proof of the lemmas.
Proof of Lemma 4.2. We write n “ mq`r, with q P N and 0 ď r ă m. We callQp1q, . . . , Qpqdq
the qd boxes of side-length m fully contained in Bn and H “
` Yj Qpjq˘c. We also define
Xpjq :“ p1{νmdqřxPQpjqXηyCCmpxq for j “ 1, . . . , qd. Then
yCCmn “ ´mqn ¯d 1qd
qdÿ
j“1
Xpjq ` 1
νnd
ÿ
xPHXVn
yCCmpxq .
Since the Xpjq’s are i.i.d. random variables with finite P-expectation, as n goes to infinity, the
first summand in the r.h.s. converges P-a.s. to ErXp1qs “ EryCCmms by translation invariance.
The second summand converges almost surely to 0 since yCCmpxq ď 1 and the number of
points in H X Vn follows a Poisson distribution with parameter nd ´ pmqqd “ Opnd´1q. 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. By the Slivnyak-Mecke Theorem (see Theorem A.2) with n “ 1 we have
E
” 1
νmd
ÿ
xPVm
CCpxq
ı
“ 1
νmd
ż
Bm
ExrCCpxqsνdx “ E0rCCp0qs ,
where we have used translation invariance for the last equality. On the other hand,ˇˇˇ
E
“yCCmm‰´ E” 1νmd ÿ
xPVm
CCpxq
ıˇˇˇ
“ ErWm ` Ums
νmd
where Wm :“ #tx P BBmpxq X ηu and Um :“ #tx P Bmpxq X η : xØ pBmpxqqcu. Since Wm
follows a Poisson law of parameter p1´p1´2δqdqνmd, ErWms{pνmdq is smaller than 2dδ. The
fact that ErUms{pνmdq is bounded from above by cpδmqd´α will be proved in Proposition 4.6.
Putting all together we obtainˇˇˇ
E
“yCCmm ´ E0rCCp0qsıˇˇˇ ď c1δ ` c2pδmqd´α .

Proof of Lemma 4.4. Write B for B1p0q. Let us consider the following events:
E1 “
 |η X B| “ 2 ( ,
E2 “
 
the points in η Y t0u X B form a clique ( ,
E3 “
 
0 has no neighbors outside B ( .
Under the event E1 X E2 X E3, the local clustering coefficient of the origin is 1. Therefore,
E0
“
CCp0q‰ ě P0`CCp0q “ 1˘ ě P0`E1 X E2 X E3˘ .
Given the value of W0, the events E1 X E2 and E3 are independent. Hence,
P0
`E1 X E2 X E3˘ “ ż 8
0
P0
`E1 X E2 ˇˇW0 “ w˘P0`E3 ˇˇW0 “ w˘dF pwq .
In order to bound from below the second of the probabilities in the integral, we notice that
1t0=Bcu “
ś
xPηXBc 1t0=xu and we apply subsequently Jensen’s inequality and Campbell’s
theorem, thus obtaining:
P0
`E3 ˇˇW0 “ w˘ “ E0” ź
xPηXBc
E
”
e
´wWx}x}α
ıı
ě exp
!
´ E0
” ÿ
xPηXBc
wErWys
}y}α
ı)
“ e´cErW swν
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for some c ą 0 that does not depend on w. We can simplify things by just considering values
w ą 1 and notice that clearly P0pE1 X E2 |W0 “ wq is uniformly bounded from below by a
constant. The result of the lemma follows. 
4.2. Proof of Proposition 4.1. We begin with an elementary lemma.
Lemma 4.5. For P-a.a. η there exists n¯ P N such that, for all n ě n¯,
Nnpηq P
“
νnd ´
?
νnd log n, νnd `
?
νnd log n
‰
.
Proof. For a Poisson random variable X of parameter µ ą 0 it holds the bound P p|X ´ µ| ą
εq ă expt´ε2{p2µqu for all 0 ă ε ă µ. Since under P the number of points falling in Bn
follows a Poisson distribution of parameter νnd, the conclusion follows by a simple Borel-
Cantelli argument (in fact, it is possible to further improve the statement). 
For simplicity we will consider a sequence of n’s of the form n “ qm, where q P N. It is in
fact easy to get convinced that for all other n of the form n “ qm ` r with r P r0,mq, what
happens in the area BnzBqm is negligible in the limit nÑ8. We boundˇˇ
CCn ´yCCmn ˇˇ “ ˇˇˇ 1Nn ´ 1νnd
ˇˇˇ ÿ
xPVn
CCpxq ` 1
νnd
´ ÿ
xPVn
CCpxq ´yCCmpxq¯
ď
ˇˇˇ
1´ Nn
νnd
ˇˇˇ
` 1
νnd
`
Wn ` Un
˘
, (21)
where Wn “Wnpmq :“ #tx P Vn : x P BQmpxqu and
Un “ Unpmq :“ #tx P Vn : x P Qmpxq, xØ pQmpxqqcu .
The first summand in (21) tends P-a.s. to 0 as nÑ8 by Lemma 4.5. We notice then that
under P the random variable Wn has a Poisson distribution of parameter p1´ p1´ 2δqdqνnd,
which can be dominated by a Poisson of parameter 2dδνnd. Reasoning as in the the proof of
Lemma 4.5 it is possible to show that for all n big enough Wn is smaller than, for example,
4dδνnd, so that lim supnÑ8 n´dWn ď c1δ.
It remains to show that P-a.s.
lim sup
nÑ8
1
νnd
Un ď c2pδmqd´α . (22)
We study expectation and variance of the variable Un.
Proposition 4.6. There exists a constant c ą 0 such that
ErUns ď c ndpδmqd´α (23)
VpUnq ď c n3d´α . (24)
where V denotes the variance w.r.t. P.
Before proving the proposition we conclude the argument. By Chebychev inequality
PpUn ą 2c ndpδmqd´αq ď VpUnq
c2n2dpδmq2pd´αq ď c˜ pδmq
2pα´dqnd´α ,
for some c˜ ą 0. We would like to end the proof via Borel-Cantelli, but the r.h.s. of the last
display is not summable in n. Nevertheless Un is an increasing sequence, therefore we can
proceed as follows. Recall that n “ qm. By taking the sequence nk :“ 2km we have
PpUnk ą 2c nkdpδmqd´αq ď c˜ pδmq2pα´dqpm2kqd´α .
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which is summable in k. Hence there exists almost surely a k¯ such that Unk ď 2c nkdpδmqd´α
for all k ě k¯. Now take any n ą 2k¯m and call K the integer such that 2Km ď n ă 2K`1m.
By monotonicity we get
Un ď U2K`1m ď 2cp2K`1mqdpδmqd´α ď 2d`1c pδmqd´αnd
and (22) follows.
Proof of Proposition 4.6. Call Qp1q, . . . , Qpqdq the boxes of side length m contained in Bn.
For the expectation we have
ErUns “ E
” qdÿ
j“1
ÿ
xPQpjqXη
1txØpQmpxqqcu
ı
“ qdE
”
E
” ÿ
xPVmp1´2δq
1txØBcmu
ˇˇˇ
Vm
ıı
ď QdE“Nmp1´2δqP0p0 Ø Bcδmq‰ . (25)
In the second equality we have used the translation invariance of the model and then the tower
property of expectation by conditioning on the position of the points of the Poisson process
inside Bm. For the inequality we have upper bounded the probability that a point x P Vmp1´2δq
is connected to the exterior of Bm by the probability that, under the Palm measure, the origin
is connected with some point in Bcδm (since for each x P Vmp1´2δq all the points in Bcm are
outside a box of side δm centered in x). We estimate this probability as follows:
P0p0 Ø Bcδmq “ 1´ E0
” ź
yPV zVδm
E
”
e
´W0Wy}y}α
ˇˇˇ
W0
ıı
ď 1´ exp
!
´ E0
” ÿ
yPV zVδm
W0ErWys
}y}α
ı)
ď
ż
yPBcδm
ErW s2
}y}α dy “ c
1 pδmqd´α
(26)
for some c1 ą 0 that does not depend neither on m nor on δ. In the first line we have used
the fact that, conditioned on the weight of point 0, the presence of connections between 0
and the other points of the Poisson point process become independent. For the second line
we have applied twice Jensen’s inequality. For the last line we have first used the inequality
1 ´ e´x ď x, for x ą 0, and then we have applied Campbell’s theorem (see Theorem A) and
finally we have used polar coordinates in order to evaluate the integral. Plugging this back
into (25) we obtain (23).
We move to the variance of Un. For x P η set
Apxq :“ 1txPQmpxq , xØpQmpxqqcu
so that Un “ řxPVn Apxq. Notice that by Slivnyak-Mecke theorem (see Theorem A.2) one has
ErUns “ ν
ş
Bn
ExrApxqsdx. On the other hand we can write
VpUnq “ E
“
U2n
‰´ E“Un‰2 “ E“Un‰` E” ÿ
x‰yPVn
ApxqApyq
ı
´ E“Un‰2 . (27)
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Applying now Theorem A.2 to the function fpx, y, η˜q :“ 1tx,yPBnuEη˜YtxuYtyurApxqApyqs, we
can evaluate the second summand in the r.h.s.:
E
” ÿ
x‰yPVn
ApxqApyq
ı
“ ν2
ż
Bn
ż
Bn
Ex,y
“
ApxqApyq‰ dxdy
“ ν2
ż
Bn
ż
Bn
Cpx, yq dxdy ` ErUns2 ` ν2R , (28)
where Cpx, yq “ Ex,yrApxqApyqs ´ Ex,yrApxqsEx,yrApyqs and R is the rest given by
R “
ż
Bn
ż
Bn
Ex,yrApxqsEx,yrApyqs ´ ExrApxqsEyrApyqs dx dy .
We notice that for y P Qmpxq one has Ex,yrApxqs “ ExrApxqs and for y R Qmpxq it holds
Ex,yrApxqs ď ExrApxqs ` Er1 ´ exptWxWy}x ´ y}´αus ď ExrApxqs ` c1}x ´ y}´α for some
c1 ą 0. This, together with the bound
ş
BnzQmpxq }x ´ y}´α dy ď c2pδmqd´α for some c2 ą 0,
yields
R ď c3pErUnspδmqd´α ` ndpδmq´2α`dq ď c4ndpδmq2pd´αq .
We are left to bound the correlation Cpx, yq. We introduce the event
Epx, yq :“ tNeither x nor y have neighbors at distance larger than }x´ y}{2u.
The random variables Apxq and Apyq are independent under the event Epx, yq. Therefore
Cpx, yq ď Ex,y
“
Apxq|Epx, yq‰Ex,y“Apyq|Epx, yq‰PpEpx, yqq
` Px,y
`Epx, yqc˘´ Ex,yrApxqsEx,yrApyqs
ď Ex,yrApxqsEx,yrApyqs
´ 1
Px,ypEpx, yqq ´ 1
¯
` Px,y
`Epx, yqc˘
ď Px,y
`Epx, yqc˘´ 1
Px,ypEpx, yqq ` 1
¯
, (29)
where in the second line we have used the inequality Ex,yrW |Zs ď Ex,yrW s{Px,ypZq and in
the last line we have just bounded Ex,yrApxqs and Ex,yrApyqs by 1. We also observe that
Px,y
`Epx, yqc˘ ď Px,ypxØ B}x´y}{2pxqq ` Px,ypy Ø B}x´y}{2pyqq
ď Px,ypxØ yq ` 2P0p0 Ø B}x´y}{2p0qq
ď c1 }x´ y}d´α (30)
for some c1 ą 0, where the last inequality can be obtained as in (26). From (29) and (30) it
follows that whenever we consider x, y P Rd such that, for example, c1 }x ´ y}d´α ď 1{2, one
gets Cpx, yq ď c2 }x´ y}d´α. Hence, calling R :“ p2c1q1{pα´dq, we can boundż
Bn
ż
Bn
Cpx, yqdxdy ď
ż
Bn
”
c2Rd `
ż
yRBRpxq
c1}x´ y}d´α dy
ı
dx ď c n3d´α
for some constant c ą 0. The proof is finished by putting together (27), (23), (28) and this
last estimate. 
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Appendix A. Campbell and Slivnyak-Mecke theorems
In this section we present versions of Campbell’s theorem and of the so-called extended
Slivnyak-Mecke theorem in the simple case of an homogeneous Poisson point process. For
a version of Theorem A.1 similar to the one presented here see [Kin92, Section 3.2]. For a
simple proof of Theorem A.2 see [MW03, Theorem 13.3]. More complete and general versions
of these theorems in the framework of Palm theory can be found in [DVJ08, Chap. 13].
Theorem A.1 (Campbell theorem, homogeneous case). Let η be a homogeneous Poisson
point process on Rd with intensity ν under measure P, with E the associated expectation. Let
f : Rd Ñ R be a measurable function. The random sum S “ řxPη fpxq is absolutely convergent
with probability one, if and only if ż
Rd
|fpyq| ^ 1 dy ă 8 .
If the previous integral is finite, it holds
EreθSs “ exp
ˆ
ν
ż
Rd
peθfpyq ´ 1qdy
˙
(31)
for any complex θ such that the integral in the r.h.s. converges. Moreover
ErSs “ ν
ż
Rd
fpyq dy (32)
and if the last integral is finite, then
VpSq “ ν
ż
Rd
fpyq2 dy , (33)
where V is the (possibly infinite) variance with respect to P.
Theorem A.2 (Extended Slivnyak-Mecke theorem). Let η be a homogeneous Poisson point
process on Rd with intensity ν under measure P, with E the associated expectation. For n P N
and for any positive function f : pRdqn ˆ pRdqN Ñ r0,8q it holds
E
” ‰ÿ
x1,...,xnPη
fpx1, . . . , xn; ηztx1, . . . , xnuq
ı
“ νn
ż
Rd
. . .
ż
Rd
Erfpx1, . . . , xn; ηqsdx1 . . . dxn .
where the ‰ sign over the sum means that x1, . . . , xn are pairwise distinct.
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